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General Government Committee                         December 11, 2022 

501 Low Gap Road 

Ukiah, CA 95482 

 

RE: GGC Agenda Item 2c: Equity Grant Application In Light of Federal Issue 

 

Dear Supervisors and Staff, 

 

I am in full support of the county applying for more Equity Grant funding. However, I request the 

preliminary issues be first dealt with concerning timing and funding related to the last Board direction to 

obtain an outside opinion regarding the receipt or use of grant funds for activities that are illegal under 

federal law as raised by Chair Williams and for which County Counsel had concerns but not expertise to 

address.  

 

Specifically, at the last Board meeting, County Counsel indicated that it would cost $25,000 to obtain an 

outside opinion in a timely manner concerning the issue but that they may submit a request for a California 

Attorney General opinion which typically takes 6-9 months to hear back about whether they will issue an 

opinion or not. If the Board is still insisting on some outside opinion as to whether funds from the equity 

grant cannot be used because they are for activities that are illegal under federal law, then how will the 

cost or and/or timing of that pursuit of the outside opinion impact (a) Mendocino County’s eligibility to 

receive grant funds in the meantime; (b) result in Mendocino County’s grant being dismissed or diminished 

by the funding agency given the county’s need to challenge the state program in that way; (c) the viability 

to contract for the outside legal opinion (for $25,000) in a timely manner given that most contracts the 

county undertakes aren’t executed for 6-9 months; and alternatively, if the AG Opinion for free is not 

rejected how will the delay in time before we know if an opinion they might issue will be issued in time 

(County Counsel indicated that it can take up to 9 months for the AG to decide if they will issue an opinion 

on a requested issue. Exactly how will either of those outside opinions be ready in time to be able to use 

the grant money in the grant period? 

 

It seems that to launch forward with this application without taking immediate and concurrent steps to 

either rescind the prior direction to obtain outside opinion about the federal issue, or immediately 

undertake a contract for $25,000 of general fund money to pursue that issue while concurrently writing to 

the AG in hopes they might chose to review it and issue an opinion, would be required in order to ensure 

the County is not playing with equity applicants’ hopes of more available money.  

 

It is quite unusual to apply for a grant that you think might be unlawful. I suspect the county’s attitude on 

that issue will impact the review of the grant application. Delays in obtaining the review that the County 

previously indicated will no doubt delay the rollout of the grant if funded. The better course of action 

would to be to accept the truth of the law I previously presented you with when this issue was discussed at 
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the full Board meeting and move on. Allow the equity application to have the best chance possible to get 

through and quickly implemented. 

Thank you, 

Hannah Nelson 

 

 

Respectfully Submitted, 

Hannah Nelson 


